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  IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS 

                   Tezpur, Sonitpur 

PRESENT:  Ms. Sparsita Garg, M.A, LL.M, AJS 

   Judicial Magistrate First Class, 

                                                    Tezpur, Sonitpur 

       G.R. Case No. 964/07 

             State  

             Versus 

             Chowba Singh and others 

              (Under section 120 (B)/393/34 IPC) 

                

            Charge framed on: 07.08.2015  

               Evidence recorded on: 03.06.2016, 30.12.2017  

               Statements recorded on: Dispensed with 

               Arguments heard on: 23.02.2018 

               Judgment delivered on: 28.02.2018 

               Advocate for the Prosecution: Mr. Niranjan Saikia, Ld. APP 

Advocate for the accused: Mr. Bijoy Basumatary 

 

                                                          J U D G M E N T 

          Prosecution Case in brief: 

1. Accused persons stood for trail for the allegations of committing offences u/s 

120(B)/ 393/34 IPC. 

 

2. Prosecution case has been initiated on the basis of the written ejahar dated 

08.06.2007 filed by the informant named Ananta Kalita stating inter alia that on 

07.06.2007 in the evening at about 3.00 pm three Manipuri persons hired his vehicle 

from Paltan Bazar to travel towards Dekiajuli stating that they have someone to meet 

at Dhekiajuli at a rent of Rs. 18, 00/-(Rupees Eighteen Hundred Only). After reaching 

Dhekiajuli the informant was forcefully taken 4-5 kms to a remote area of Dhekiajuli 

but due to worst condition of a bridge the destination could not be reached i.e, Belsiri 

Railway Station but when they returned back towards Dhekiajuli they were caught by 
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the Dhekiajuli police along with the vehicle on suspicion. The informant has also stated 

that the accused persons planned to kill him and take away his vehicle. The accused 

persons on being asked by police referred their names as Sri. Chouba Singh Ex-Army 

aged about 57 years, Sri. Ramanjit Singh aged about 30 years and Sri. Leitanthen 

Sarat Singh aged about 32 years. Hence this case.    

 

2. On receipt of the ejahar, officer in charge of Dhekiajuli Police Station has registered 

a case as Dhekiajuli P.S. Case no 208/2007, u/s 120 (B)/393 of the Indian Penal Code. 

Thereafter, I/O has launched the investigation of this case. After completion of 

investigation, I/O has finally submitted charge sheet u/s 120 (B)/393 of the IPC 

against the accused persons namely Sarat Singh, Chouba Singh, Anjit Daimary, Utpal 

Swargiary and Ramanjit Singh 

  

3. Thereafter, cognizance has been taken and summon have been issued to the 

accused persons. The case is split up against accused Sarat Singh, Chouba Singh, and 

Ramanjit Singh and a supplementary record is maintained vide order dated 

07.08.2015. On appearance of accused persons namely Anjit Daimary, Utpal Swargiary 

necessary documents required u/s 207 Cr. PC have been furnished to them. On 

perusal of the materials on record formal charges u/s 120(B)/393/34 IPC is framed 

against the accused persons and the charges so framed is read over and explained to 

the accused persons to which they has pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

4. Prosecution, in support of its case has examined only two (2) witnesses. 

 

5. Examination of accused persons u/s 313 Cr. P.C. is dispensed with since no 

incriminating materials were found against them. 

 

6. I have heard the arguments advanced by the Learned Counsel for the accused 

persons and Ld. A.P.P. Perused the materials available in the case record. Upon 

hearing both the parties and on perusal of the record, following points for 

determination are formulated for proper adjudication of this case. 

 

 POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

Point No.1: Whether the accused persons on 07.06.2007 at about 3.00 pm in 

furtherance of common intention agreed to commit robbery as alleged and thereby 

committed an offence punishable u/s 120 (B)/34 IPC? 

Point No.2: Whether the accused persons on 07.06.2007 at about 3.00 pm  in 

furtherance of common intention attempted to commit robbery as alleged and thereby 

committed an offence punishable u/s 393/34 IPC? 

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF: 

7. Now let me try to decide the above points by appreciating the evidence available in 

the case record. I have carefully considered the evidence available in the instant case. 
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P.W-1, Sri Jayanta Chelleng in his evidence in chief has deposed that he does not 

remember the informant of this case. P.W-1 has also deposed that the accused 

persons are known to him. The alleged incident took place in the year 2007. On the 

date of incident during the noon time, while P.W-1 was waiting in the Dhekiajuli Taxi 

stand, the accused persons along with three other people came in a car and in the 

meantime someone must have called the police suspecting the accused persons to be 

the thieves. Later on P.W-1 has heard that the accused persons were apprehended by 

the police near Belsiri after they were being chased. During examination in chief P.W-1 

has also deposed that since it has been a long time he is unable to recollect in detail 

about the alleged incident.  Exhibit- 1 is the seizure list and exhibit 1 (1) is his 

signature. 

8. During cross-examination P.W-1 has stated that he recognized the accused persons 

but since the incident took place long time back he has forgotten the incident in 

detail. During his cross examination he has also deposed that the accused persons 

stopped at the Dhekiajuli taxi stand but he does not know from where the accused 

person arrived and stopped at Dhekiajuli taxi stand. The police came there and later 

on P.W-1 went to the police station and gave his signature in Exhibit 1 i.e., seizure 

list. He also stated during cross examination that he was curious to know what 

actually happened on that day so he immediately rushed to the police station. He 

cannot say firmly whether that the accused persons were being apprehended from 

Belsiri by the police. The police took him as a witness since they knew he was at 

Dhekiajuli Taxi stand, but the police did not interrogated him in detail regarding the 

alleged incident.  

9. P.W-2 Suraj Das during his examination in chief has stated that he does not 

recognize the accused person standing in the dock. The incident took place about 10 

years ago in the evening. P.W -2 has deposed that he was at home at the time of the 

occurrence of the incident and somebody called him to inform that the driver of an 

Indica car had a fight with a few Manipuri passengers and they took the car towards 

Panbari as he was the Secretary of driver union. P.W-2 has also deposed that he 

informed the matter to police and went towards the way to follow the car. Since the 

bridge was damaged so the car could not ply further and it returned back and the 

police seized the car. Three persons were arrested and they were taken to the police 

station.  

10. During cross examination P.W-2 has deposed that there was no sign of 

threatening between the driver and the passengers as the driver was not willing to go 

to the place the passengers wanted. 
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11. On scrutiny of the above evidences, it appears that both P.W-1 and P.W- 2 has 

not supported the prosecution story.  P.W- 1 has deposed that he does not remember 

the informant of this case but although the accused persons are known to him he 

specifically stated that he has not been able to recollect in detail about the alleged 

incident. Hence the evidence deposed by P.W-1 cannot be taken into consideration to 

hold the accused persons guilty for the alleged occurrence of incident. Now if we go 

through the evidence of P.W-2 it appears that he is a hearsay witness since he was at 

home when the alleged incident took place. He has stated that someone called him 

over the phone to inform about the alleged occurrence of incident. Hence, he is not 

an eye-witness to the incident. Non-examination of the informant/complainant who is 

a vital witness in this instant case creates a strong doubt regarding the credibility of 

prosecution story. Hence it is crystal clear that prosecution has failed to prove its case 

by adducing cogent evidence.  

11. Therefore Point no. (1) and (2)  is decided in negative. 

 

                                                   ORDER 

  

12. In view of the above discussions, I am of the considered opinion that, 

prosecution has failed to establish the case against accused persons namely Anjit 

Daimary and Utpal Swargiary. Accordingly accused persons are acquitted of the 

charges levelled against them u/s 120(B)/393/34 IPC in the instant case. 

 

13. Set the accused persons at liberty forthwith. 

  

14. The bail bond for the accused is extended for a further period of six (6) months.  

 

15. The case is disposed of on contest accordingly. 

Given under my hand and seal on this 28th day of February, 2018 at Tezpur, Sonitpur. 

 

 

                                                                                (Ms. Sparsita Garg)                                                     

                                                                         Judicial Magistrate First Class 

                                                                                  Tezpur, Sonitpur 
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                                 APPENDIX 

 

 

A. WITNESS OF PROSECUTION: 

 

1. P.W-1: Sri Jayanta Chelleng 

 

2. P.W-2: Sri Suraj Das 

  

B. EXHIBITS OF PROSECUTION: 

 

1. Exhibit 1: Seizure List 

 

2. Exhibit 1(1): Signature of P.W-1 Sri Jayanta Chelleng in the Seizure List. 

 

C. WITNESS OF DEFENSE: NIL 

 

D. EXHIBITS OF DEFENSE: NIL 

                                                                                                   

           

                                                       

 

                              (Ms. Sparsita Garg)                                                     

                                                                          Judicial Magistrate First Class 

                                                                                   Tezpur, Sonitpur 

  

 

 

 

 


